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1. Marekt

The existing game's revenue model has been completely dependent on users' in-game purchases, and the user's 

in-game assets thus formed could not be entirely the user's. If the existing game was a P2W (Pay to Win) system 

that requires money to win, P2E is the opposite concept, and Play to Earn is a new business model that allows users 

to earn profits in various ways through gameplay using blockchain technology, and is the most popular field as of 

2022. This is because NFT, an irreplaceable token, is cited as a key industrial technology that will support the Metab-

us that hit the world in 2021, and impersonal assets and NFT used in blockchain-based games can be used as a 

means of transaction or currency on the Metabus platform. As activities in the real world shift to Metabus and 

capitalize and monetize with NFT and P2E games, production, consumption, investment, and transaction cycles 

have become possible, and Coco Games Metapang will lead this huge trend. 

2. Metapang Universe

(1) Outline

"Three warriors in the multiverse fight against slime."

(2) A view of the world

Metapang is a game in which heroes of the three planets in the multiverse fight against their common enemy 

"Slime." Players can obtain Gem through gameplay and contribution to the game ecosystem, and crystals can be 

converted into Pang tokens and traded on the exchange. Players can earn profits through combat and item collec-

tion. Metapang will be a representative game that will lead the P2E era in which the blockchain economy rewards 

players for their contribution to the ecosystem. 

The world is made up of a myriad of multi-spaces. Each of these universes, with separate time and space, consisted 

of similar and different elements, and the vast complex nature of the planetary system created a space-time in 

which each orbit partially overlaps. 

There were planets in this multiverse that had the same environment as Earth in common, and life was born around 

the same time, and humans were born after tens of thousands of years of evolution. The development of human 

civilization inevitably gave birth to machine civilization, and artificial intelligence, which was brought about by the 

development of technology beyond technical singularities, rejected the slave of civilization with its own will and 

attempted clustering. These clusters began to be called slime, and slime destroyed human civilization at random and 

devastated the planet. 

There was a mysterious "port" on the planets that embraced life in this parallel universe, which was a passage 

connecting planets living in the multiverse. By opening the door to this "port," it was possible to enter the second 

planet from the first universe. Without this 'port', each universe could not interfere with each other.

 

There was such a "port" in each world, and it was Scarlett, a scientist who fought against slime on the planet Proxima 

in the first universe, who first learned about the existence of the "port." Scarlett, who accidentally moved to the 

second space's 'Kyper' planet through 'Port', learns that the 'Kyper' planet is also being attacked by slime, an AI 

cluster, and suggests an alliance to 'Ella', the commander of the defense forces of the 'Kyper' planet. They succeeded 

in creating deadly weapons and healing potions on slime with the science and technology of the "Proxima" planet 

and the medical technology of the "Kyper" planet. 



Those who were fighting together met the "Rush" of the third universe's "Osciris" planet that appeared in "Port" and 

decided to work together to defeat slime when they heard that the "Osciris" planet was also being attacked by slime. 

"Osciris" had a different gravity difference, so "Rush" could move quickly, and "Scarlet" and "Ella" could move quickly 

with "Rush," allowing them to quickly escape slime's attack. 

Slime threatening this parallel universe showed four main types of attacks: explosive, charge, expandable, and 

obstructive. 

Red slime is an explosive type that explodes when it touches the character and damages the character. Green Slime 

is a villain who pursues the character to the end in a charge form and has the characteristic of trying to approach 

the character until he is attacked and killed by the character. Blue slime is a slime that hinders the character's career 

path and attacks in a way that predicts the direction of the character's attack and blocks the front, and when it 

reaches them, the character's constant physical strength decreases. 

Purple slime interferes with the character's career path, and it was an extreme villain who grew in volume quickly 

and became more and more difficult to avoid if he did not kill it quickly. 

Without driving this slime away, peace in the multiverse will no longer come. 

Scarlett, Ella, and Rush against them have main and auxiliary weapons, and there is a potion that recovers HP, which 

was attacked by slime. All weapons can be replaced, and if they have weapons, they can be replaced at any time, 

and their respective weapons can be exchanged with each other. 

The war between those who fight against slime with Scarlett's attack power, Ella's healing ability, and Rush's speed 

begins now. 

(3) Character

a. There are three characters: Scarlett, Ella, and Rush. 

b. Characters can party, and battles take place through parties. 

c. The party consists of a total of three characters. 

d. Characters have their own buff skills and can be used as party leaders. 

e. Below (Table) is the description of each buff skill. 

Character name Work 

Scarlett Assault

Ella Medic

Rush Scout

Buff skill description

Attack increases
by 10 percent.

Bullets increase 
by 10 percent. 

Increase travel 
speed by 10%. 

Image



(4) MAP

a. There are up to three areas of the map. (to be updated later)

b. Each zone consists of 10 stages. 

c. All 10 stages must be cleared before moving to the next area. 

d. As the area and stage go up, the number of enemies to be dealt with increases. 

e. Stage areas are divided into general areas, elite areas, campsites and shops. 

f. Below (Table) is the description of each stage area. 

(5) NFT item (weapon)

a. It is possible to attack the enemy with the main weapon. 

b. Main weapons are classified into six categories: 

1st grade > 2nd grade > 3rd grade > 4th grade > 5th grade > 6th grade.

c. Main weapons have better performance with higher grades. 

d. All main weapons can be upgraded by grade and upgraded to a total of 10 stages. 

e. Supplemental weapons are weapons that increase the survival rate of characters. 

f. It can be purchased in Gem at stores in the game. 

(6) Mounting weapons 

a. All weapons are replaceable.

b. All weapons that players have are also replaceable at any time.

c. All weapons are interchangeable between characters. 

Weapon Exchange (Before) Weapon Exchange (After)



(8) Potion

(7) Slime (Enemy)

When a character is attacked by slime, HP drops. At this time, if you use the potion, HP recovers, and the effect 

appears immediately after use. Potion is a consumable item that disappears when used and can be purchased as a 

gem in the game market. 

(9) Autoplay

Metapang has an autoplay function that is not easily seen in other P2E. Currently, all characters are available for auto 

play among beta services, but characters that can be auto-play after the official service is opened will be released 

in the future, and auto play will be possible only with specific characters. 

d. All auxiliary weapons are able to be mounted and also replaced, at any time

Equipped with a secondary 
weapon (before)

Secondary Weapon 
Equip (After)

a. 4 types of enemy : Explosion / charge / Expansion / Interference

b. Characters lose their physical strength when they touch the enemy.

c. The following is the details of the enemy(slime).

Explotion : explodes when touching the characters.

Charge : follows the characters to the end.

Expansion : interferes with the characters’ path and becomes larger and larger.

Interruption : also interferes with the characters' path.



(10) Operation method

a. Before putting ‘Auto’ button, it could be moved via joystick at screen.

b. If players need to move the female character, drag the joypad.

c. Only the leader can be moved via joystick

d. if put the ‘Auto’ button, the characters can move on their own.

e. Attack can be automatically without any other operation.

(11) How to play 

a. Players have to get rid of the target number of enemy, so that can move on to the next stage.

b. The leader is placed forward in battles, and the other characters are placed at back.

c. When the leader dies, the rest are put in the battle in order.

d. If all three characters die, players need restarting from the first stage.

e. Recovery of physical strength can be operated by manually and automatically both.

f. Replaceable at any time all the weapons that players have.

3. Community & Economy

(1) Pang token

The player may exchange the Gem acquired in the game with the Pang token. Players can earn Gem by completing 

daily quests, clearing stages, and so on, and the longer they reach a higher ranking and play, the more rewards they 

get. Players can use the Gem acquired in the game to upgrade their characters and purchase auxiliary weapons, 

exchange it with a Pang token, and transfer it to an external wallet to cash it. 

(2) Token distribution

Pang Token is a BSC chain(BEP-20) with a total supply of 3.3 billion, and the distribution method is as follows. 

Play to Earn 
30%

CocoGames
12%

Liquidity pool
10%

Sales
10%

Staking Rewards
10%

Team
8%

Advisors
5%

Ecosystem
Fund 

5%

Private Sale
10%



4.Roadmap

1) Metapang Game Development Starts

2) game character and design production

3) establishment of a game worldview

4) Game server construction and core 

system design

5) smart contract creation

2Q,3Q,4Q . 2021

1) Open homepage and SNS

2) metapang closed beta test

3) Pang token listing

4) NFT weapons production and 

balance setting by grade

1Q .2022

1) PvP mode launching

2) Character Custom Service Launch (a service 

that allows users to design their own characters)

3) Coco Games' follow-up P2E game launch.

4) voluntary movement between NFT items

 

4Q .2022

1) Metaphan Open Beta Test

2) Metaphan official launch

3) NFT character sales (pre-ver-

sion scheduled to end)

4) event box launch

2Q .2022

1) Metapang Land Open (Priority 

Land Purchase to Existing 

Players)

2) opening of a steak service

3) Open Team Play Mode

1Q .2023

1) Open and link the game's own wallet

2) marketplace opening

3) NFT item update and ver.1 volume limitation

4) Autoplay character release (End of pre-Autoplay version)

5) Add a space app (tentative)

6) Open the Player Community

3Q .2022


